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Dear children,

Each time that I visit some nation to pour My extraordinary Graces over it, first I must liberate it
from the greater forces that have imprisoned it for a long time.

For that, My children, your Heavenly Mother uses the Mirrors of prayer, those that open each time
souls sincerely unite with Me.

In this way, a great portal is established through which all that is impure and malignant is
transmuted and elevated in dimension, far from the planet.

This task, which is occult and deeply spiritual, is done through the human instruments that I have
chosen for this purpose; it is a mission that goes beyond the understanding of the consciousness; in
turn, the soul that is chosen by Me to help Me in this spiritual task can no longer have personal will,
because in that being, in that soul, non-material laws are in action.

It is in this way, dear children, that today I teach you to value the sacrifice and the renunciation for
which you will never receive a reward or merit, since it is a task of absolute surrender to the Plan of
God.

It is the same case as those consciousnesses that receive stigmata from My Son to fulfill a mission
of redemption for humanity.

Open to this mystery, dear children, at this time I invite you to offer all that satisfies you and that
promotes human freedom. My wish is that My apostles, on living the sacrifice of their lives, know
that they will lose nothing, but on the contrary, will be able to be inwardly closer to Divine Will,
something that humanity does not live and for which it suffers and suffers.

Today I leave you this reflection so that you may renew yourselves through it every day.

The server of Christ is where they are called, and above all, where they are needed.

I thank you for responding to My call.

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


